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MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
Role of Change Agent

Before we understand the role of a change agent, it is mandatory to have a view and understand the reason “why change is
required”?
Simply stating, in a Dynamic Business Environment change is the only medium to survive.
To elaborate, the need of change is quite essential due to following reasons –
Technology - A very simple example is how we communicate now, isn’t the accuracy of information and its flow is quick than
ever before? Hasn’t simply e-ticketing made our lives faster and easier? So is the case in every field, we are in continuous search
of identifying new technology and more efficient and economical methods to perform work. Competition – This compel any
business associates to change its marketing strategy, a new competitor in the market or the rise of a old one will put you in
constant pressure for change because you are well aware of the thought “survival of the fittest”. Identification of business
Opportunities and Growth Opportunities for employees– Opportunities in the market are identified as needed by the
organisation in order to increase its competitiveness. Similarly change allows employees to learn new skills, explore new
opportunities and exercise their creativity in ways that ultimately benefit the organization through new ideas and increased
commitment. Customer Needs - The needs of customer change and grow, creating demands for new types of products and
services and opportunity for companies to meet those demands. Performance Gaps - The measurement results of business
performance or individual performance allow to clearly identify goals set - objectives met and the gap between the two. To
improve on these gaps change is a must to happen. Mergers, Acquisitions and Division - such situations effect the organizations
in a big way and compel to create change in a number of areas. The Economy - A strong economy means increasing demand for
products and services. A weak economy can create problems for companies. The ability to manage both ends of the spectrum is
critical for organizations as they need to maintain brand and relationships with customers as well as employees. Need to
Improve Processes - A business might need to implement new production processes to become more efficient and eliminate
waste. Crisis – any crisis situation within the organisation, in the state, country or the world will compel you to bring changes in
affected areas to deal with future conditions. Challenging the Status Quo - Organizations benefit from change that results in new
ways of looking at customer needs, delivering customer service, strengthening customer interactions and products that might
attract new markets. Employees should be encouraged to question why things are done a certain way and look for new ways to
get work done faster, better and with higher levels of quality and service. Desire for Growth - Businesses that want to attain
growth might need to change their method of operations. Change for the Sake of Change and Sounds Good- are also the factors
which may evolve from top management to bring changes in the way business is being done. Now when we have understood
almost all the internal and external factors, any one or combination of some or all, affect the organisation and compel the
businesses to make some or many changes in organisation to survive, grow, improve....we also need to understand that making
changes in technology ; mission, vision and strategy; human behaviours; organisational systems and structures; job designs;
organisational culture....etc are the areas which would be needing changes in the organisation to achieve the desired results.
The Role of a Change Agent - is very crucial in the process of change from planning, strategizing, executing and monitoring the
implementation and its results is very important for achieving the smooth transition with minimal resistance and achieve the
desired outcome.
The change agent could be within the organisation or hired as consultant for specific purpose or combination of both.
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Diagnose problems – As we see the reasons of change are many, an efficient change agent diagnoses the area wise problems of
the organisation well, foresees changes in the environment and is able to explain the needs of changes and its impact.
Clear Vision – He/she caries clear vision about the goals to be achieved in synch with the organizations overall objectives. To be
precise vision statement if articulated by interpreting hopes and motivations of workforce, helps people feel connected to the
same goal.
A Promoter – People usually want to maintain status quo which is resistant to change. Change Agent promotes the need of
change and continuously does so by persuading, engaging people and communicating it regularly.
Builds Strong relationship and trust – The change agent works on building strong relations with associated people and builds
trust with them so that they understand the need and support by engaging themselves in the process by learning and executing
as required.
Facilitator - Agent facilitates change by developing awareness about the importance of change. Also helps in developing flexible
systems, design forms, tools and processes to enable people to succeed as they go through change.
Knowledgeable Expert who also sets leadership agendas – By sharing knowledge they demonstrate that they can be relied upon
to point people in the right direction. They rely on their expertise to build their authority within the organisation. They set agenda
to define ongoing role for leaders and are firm to insist agenda accomplishment.
Formulate strategies and implement plans – Agents formulate strategies, ensure goals, targets and due dates and keep track on
them. They find people accountable for various activities and keep them on track to achieve targets. They work on Right strategy
and appropriate change in organisation culture.
Problem Solver and a Mediator – The opposing opportunities are very common for groups and individuals undergoing change, it
creates conflict and a situation where parties just do not compromise and linger on with the concerns thus delaying and resisting
the change. Change Agent helps defining and seeing the situation from other’s point of view and finds common goals. As a
peacemaker they work to improve understandings and reduce frictions and help carrying out the change process smoothly.
He/she uses behavioural skills to deal with emotional or other problems.
An Investigator – Agents put efforts in understanding the dynamics of the organisation. They look for clues what is preventing
change from happening. They work on indentifying and removing obstacles with their observant and analytical skills.
Counsellor – Change in the behaviours, attitudes, perception, activities, beliefs etc. is required to bring change in the
organisation. It is dramatic and difficult to accept the fact that change will only happen when many things within people would
change. People are taken out of their comfort zones where they feel lot of emotional instability.
As a counsellor, Agent listens to people, motivates and encourages them to accept and contribute in a big way towards change as
it will bring betterment within them and organisation as a whole.
Trainer – As a trainer, Agent puts all efforts to build competence of people and organisation as a whole. In the process of change
it is important for people to unlearn many things and learn new way of working, thinking, executing....Agent draws the gap in skill
sets of people and schedule the sessions, he/she is very regular in imparting the training and developing overall competence of
people.
All in all, the change agent can also act as a catalyst to speed up the process as and when required. He is the one who identifies
the areas needing change, works out a change strategy and implements the change. The best change agent is one who can get
the desired results by taking all the stakeholders along with him. This is the toughest job as majority of the people resist change
and fear the ‘unknown’. The Change agent has to convince them with the positives and encourage them to take small steps
towards change and slowly make them the change drivers…
If you are looking at a reliable and expert change agent, just connect with us at Kapgrow and our ‘change experts’ will help
you…
*********************************************************
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LEGAL CONSULTANCY
Goods and Services Tax
122nd Constitution Amendment Bill (CAB)
Constitution (One Hundred and First Amendment) Act, 2016
After being subject to months of haggling and histrionics, the Goods & Services Tax (GST) finally had its historic day in the Rajya
Sabha with the passage of the Bill to amend the Constitution, paving the way for what is popularly referred to as the concept of
“one nation, one tax.” The Bill has since received the Presidential assent, after being ratified by more than 15 states, on
September 8, 2016.
There are still many steps to the GST becoming a reality however the Central Government is insisting that it will stick to 1 April
2017 deadline.
GST is a destination-based tax that will subsume various indirect taxes at the central and the state level including excise duty,
service tax, value-added tax, entertainment tax and luxury tax, is designed to remove the cascading impact of taxes, bring in
efficiency, check tax evasion and expand the tax payer base. It is estimated that implementation of GST will add up to 2% to the
country’s gross domestic product (GDP) and ensure revenue buoyancy.
Salient features of proposed Indian GST system:












The power to make laws in respect of supplies in the course of inter-State trade or commerce will be vested only in the
Union government. States will have the right to levy GST on intra-State transactions including on services.
Centre will levy IGST on inter-State supply of goods and services. Import of goods will be subject to basic customs duty and
IGST.
GST defined as any tax on supply of goods and services other than on alcohol for human consumption.
Central taxes like, Central Excise duty, Additional Excise duty, Service tax, Additional Custom duty and Special Additional
duty and State level taxes like, VAT or sales tax, Central Sales tax, Entertainment tax, Entry tax, Purchase tax, Luxury tax
and Octroi will subsume in GST.
Petroleum and petroleum products i.e. crude, high speed diesel, motor spirit, aviation turbine fuel and natural gas shall
be subject to the GST on a date to be notified by the GST Council.
Provision for removing imposition of entry tax / Octroi across India.
Entertainment tax, imposed by States on movie, theatre, etc will be subsumed in GST, but taxes on entertainment at
panchayat, municipality or district level to continue.
GST may be levied on the sale of newspapers and advertisements and this would give the government’s access to
substantial incremental revenues.
Stamp duties, typically imposed on legal agreements by the state, will continue to be levied by the States.
Administration of GST will be the responsibility of the GST Council, which will be the apex policy making body for GST.
Members of GST Council comprised of the Central and State ministers in charge of the finance portfolio.

Two components:
The GST will have two components keeping in mind the federal structure of India: the Central GST (CGST) and the State GST
(SGST).
The shift to the GST regime will lead to a uniform, seamless market across the country. It will be a uniform rate, will check evasion,
and boost growth rates.
Impact of GST:
It is difficult for a large and diverse country, with such variations in the economic characteristics of its States, to undertake what is
being termed as a game changer among reforms. The impact of this will take another two years to show on the ground, but the
country should not lose patience.
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When the VAT regime was implemented, for two years, the States incurred heavy losses, after that, every year, most States have
seen a 15-20 % growth in revenue. The impact of GST will also unspool similarly.
Most analysts suggest that from a macro-economic perspective, while the short-term impact of GST could be mixed, the longterm impact will be positive.
Impact of GST on Economy:

















The GST will reshape the indirect tax structure by subsuming majority of indirect taxes like excise, sales and services
levies. This will do away with the complex indirect tax structure of the country, thus improving the ease of doing business
in the country.
Exports will become competitive as the GST regime will eliminate the cascading impact of taxes. A National Council of
Applied Economic Research study suggested that GST could boost India's GPP growth by 0.9-1.7 %. GST is a key
'brahmastra' for India's gross domestic product in times of challenging global environment.
GST will lead to the creation of a unified market, which would facilitate seamless movement of goods across states and
reduce the transaction cost of businesses. A UBS Securities study found that truck drivers in India spend 60 % of their time
off roads negotiating check posts and toll plazas. The foreign brokerage said that 11 categories of taxes are levied on the
road transport sector. The GST will help bring down logistical costs.
Under the GST, manufacturers will get credits for all taxes paid earlier in the goods/services chain, thus incentivizing firms
to source inputs from other registered dealers. This could bring in additional revenues to the government as the
unorganised sector, which is not part of the value chain, would be drawn into the tax net.
To claim input tax credit, each dealer has an incentive to request documentation from the dealer behind him in the valueadded/tax chain. Thus, the new tax regime is seen as less intrusive, more self-policing, and hence more effective way of
reducing corruption.
The supplier, because of the paper trail left by the GST, knows that his evasion will be more likely to be detected once his
client is audited. Experts say that GST will improve tax compliance.
A Finance Ministry report said that the GST regime will boost the 'Make In India' programme as manufacturers will get
input tax credits for capital goods.
The clean-up of the Indian taxation system will reduce the number of excise duty exemptions. According to the
government's estimates, excise tax exemptions result in foregone revenues of Rs. 1.8 lakh crore. The comparable figure
for the states is about Rs. 1.5 lakh crore. Together, India loses about 2.7 % of GDP because of exemptions.
The service tax rate could shoot up from the current level of 15 % (including KrishiKalyan Cess). Under the GST tax regime,
this tax rate may go up to 18 %. This has led to fears that inflation could rise in the short term.
Implementation of GST is expected to lead a temporary rise in inflation, which will typically last a year. But the impact on
inflation to wear off gradually due to base effect. Inflation in the second year after GST implementation will benefit
favourably as the numbers would be compared to already-high figures of the first year of implementation.

The GST Council
WHAT IS THE STRUCTURE OF THE COUNCIL??
The Council will be chaired by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, and have a Minister of State for Finance. It will have state finance
ministers as its members and representatives from Union territories.
While the Centre will have one-third vote, states together will have a two-third say. To adopt a resolution, three-fourth majority
would be required.
WHAT WILL THE COUNCIL DO??
The GST Council will decide on the tax rate, will recommend the taxes to be subsumed and exempted from GST, the rates of
taxation and the model Central, State and Integrated GST laws.
It is the council's responsibility to have one uniform rate of GST tax to be introduced all over India. It will also decide the threshold
for levy of the tax, as well as the dispute resolution mechanism.
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Apart from these, it will also decide special rates during adversities and special provisions for some states.
The states and the Centre have to draft the Central GST, State GST and Integrated GST laws. These laws have to be passed by
Parliament and respective legislatures. The CGST and IGST will be drafted on the basis of the model GST law. The states will draft
their respective State GST (SGST) laws with minor variation incorporating state-based exemptions. The IGST law would deal with
inter-state movement of goods and services.
The important decisions taken by the GST Council are as follows:









The revenue exemption limit has been set at Rs. 20 lakh for all states except the north eastern and the hill states where
the threshold limit will be Rs.10 lakh
The States will have exclusive control over all dealers up to a revenue threshold of Rs. 1.5 crore in a year.A mechanism
would be worked out for traders above Rs. 1.5 crore to ensure that a dealer is regulated either by the Central government
or the state government and not both.
The exemption list has also been cut down to 90 items from the current 300 goods and services.
All cesses will be subsumed in the GST.
On service tax, it was decided that in absence of expertise with states, the Centre will continue to exercise control over
the service tax registered dealers irrespective of their revenue levels.
While 2015-16 will be the base year for calculating revenue compensating to states for any loss of revenue arising from
roll-out of GST, the final methodology will be worked out in next meetings.
The rules for registration, payments, refund, returns, invoices, etc. have been approved.

The GST rates are a point to be discussed and finalised. The government has proposed a slab rate system that aims to take care of
the differences between the ‘basic essentials’, ‘luxuries’ and ‘demerit’ items for a dynamic economy like India.
As of now, the government is trying to get all the issues sorted out amicably and the decisions at the GST Council are being taken
by consensus.

How Kapgrow can help you??
We at Kapgrow are a team of professional experts who can help you in understanding the new law, its
impact on your organization, the actions required to be taken by the Company, etc.
We can also help you in conducting awareness / skill upgradation training sessions for your team
members and stakeholders to make them ready for the GST legislation thereby ensuring that you
have a smooth transition to the new taxation regime.
We can provide you help by way of advisory, opinion, impact analysis, handholding the transition
phase, compliance monitoring, compliance reviews, etc.

***********************************************
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HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTANCY
Leadership Skills and Behaviours
Assess Self and Learn – to be a Leader or a Better Leader

October 2nd is celebrated as Birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi or Gandhi Jayanti, it will also be celebrated as International
Non Violence Day.
Gandhiji-A leader, whose leadership has been studied by many researchers, to deeply understand his role from different
parameters.
He is widely recognized as one of the twentieth century’s greatest political and spiritual leaders.
On the occasion and topic, Father of the Nation can’t be out to be discussed and learnt from.
His Patriotism, Nationalism and Internationalism were antonyms of narrowness, selfishness and exclusiveness.
We discuss him for his broad Concepts, Vision and Spirit with which he moved ahead everyday to find and fight for Truth, Justice
and Humanity.
To become a leader and then a good leader it is essential to think broad and have a vision and move towards execution saving
and protecting the interests of public at large.
Ethico-social Parameters - A central quality of his leadership was its natural evolution through intense interaction with the
people and the events
The Vision and the Way - The core of his vision for the people of India was contained in his concept of Swaraj. It necessarily
starts with political self-rule as a means to achieving economic, social and moral freedom.
Political-Economic-Social Order - Mahatma Gandhi never sought a public or political office or title. He was in politics for spiritual
reasons. He worked through politics to bring social and economic freedom in the interest of nation and humanity.
Research clearly shows that transformational leaders – leaders who are positive, inspiring, and who empower and develop
followers – are better leaders. They are more valued by followers and have higher performing teams. In one leadership study,
qualities such as assertiveness, adaptability, intelligence and conscientiousness were cited as the most important leadership
skills.
There have been many discussions and researches to find ideal leadership skills for corporate leadership but no standard
combination works as the act of leaders depends largely on internal and external environments and situations. But broadly
Leaders with following skill sets are considered to succeed and contribute highly in development of organization.
Have a clear vision;
Set definitive goals and follow concrete action plans;
Clearly and specifically communicate your vision, goals, skills, intentions, and expectations to others;
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Motivate Team members and connect with them;
Maintain a positive attitude;
Be passionate about your work;
Be a role model and live by example;
Learn from mistakes and your weaknesses;
Find the ways to remain Self Motivated;
Know your team;
Help your people to develop and admire creativity;
Support your people – they should feel growing and secured along with succeeding in their targets;
Take the responsibility and blame for your people’s mistakes;
Be straight, direct and transparent;
Show ethical code of conduct and live with your morals and values;
Have effective approach towards corporate responsibility so that the need to make profit is balanced with wider social and
environmental responsibilities – remember Triple Bottom Line (Profit, People and Planet);
Show matured behaviours and emotional stability;
Be firm and polite towards achievements of the goals;
Plan, Strategise and record everything;
Work hard to become an expert of what you do and also to understand your people’s technical abilities;

Self assessment on your own leadership skill, taking feedback and evaluating is very important to improve on your
weaknesses by continuously learning and adopting new ways of working, behaving and acting well on different
and difficult situations.

If you wish to develop the leader in you or you are seeking help to develop leader within your
organization, please feel free to connect with “people specialists” in Kapgrow, who will guide you
through the process of cultural change, identification of potential talent, programming the talent,
succession planning, etc. to create a talent pipeline of leaders for your organization.
Leadership Development help is just a call away…..call the Experts at Kapgrow now……
**********************************************************
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INTRODUCING KAPGROW
Kapgrow is a Knowledge Company that believes in
“INSPIRNG GROWTH”
Wings to Kapgrow were given in 2009 with a vision to provide all services under one roof to our clients.
In the dynamic business environment, we continually face challenges - how we view them defines us! Do we choose to see the
challenges as stepping-stones or as obstacles?
There will always be challenges, obstacle and less than perfect situations- We help you to get started in taking steps that will
help you to grow STRONGER, more and more SKILLED, SELF-CONFIDENT & SUCCESSFUL.
Our USP is that we are a one stop solution for all your corporate needs. Our Team of professionals would give you practical
solutions that would help your organization to implement various new initiatives in a smooth manner.
We work in the area of Management Consultancy, Legal Consultancy and HR Consultancy.

We are skilled to have holistic view of the organisation and our multidimensionality aspects take
the organisations on flawless heights .............and we inspire to grow.
We have numerous satisfied clients at various locations who are carrying on to take our services in all the fields of consultancy.
We are supporting organisations for

Management Consulting Services - Improving Business Performance; Professionalizing family owned business;
Turnaround / Crisis Management; Cultural Change; Developing systems, structures and restructuring; Policies,
Procedures and Manuals; etc.



HR Consulting Services - HR Business Partner; Talent Acquisition; Training and Development; Competency Mapping; HR
Audit; Performance Appraisal System (PAS); Employee Satisfaction Survey (ESS); etc.



Legal Consulting Services - Compliance audit / review on different laws like Secretarial (Company Law) Review, Labour
Laws Review, Environment Laws Review, Direct & Indirect Tax Planning, reviews etc.

There are numerous concerns of Industries which are taken care by our consultancy like Factory management, Achieving

Operational Efficiency, Generating Profits, Reducing Costs etc. more of it is described on our website, please visit
www.kapgrow.com

*****************************************************************
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